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BACK TO THE FUTURE?

As you check your smartphone’s calendar for your next
meeting today, consider your world just 10 years ago:

The iPhone was still a super-

Facebook was only three

Something called Twitter had

Search giant Google, already

secret project at Apple’s

years old, having just opened

flown the coop for its official

amassing a digital ad-fueled

Cupertino headquarters,

its online doors to anyone

launch.

financial warchest, would soon

awaiting a last round of

13+ years old with an email

tweaks from Steve Jobs.

address.

be added to the S&P 500.

Arketi Group started inviting business-to-business marketing
executives and specialists to Atlanta for what would become
its annual B2B Technology CMO Roundtable.
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Fast forward now to October 2016 for the tenth annual
Tech CMO Roundtable.
And when we say “fast forward,” we’re not kidding.

The 60 marketing professionals from 40 companies who attended this year’s
Roundtable long ago added search, social, mobile and experiential to their
job descriptions, thanks to the seismic industry shifts brought about by
smartphones, sharing and Google’s algorithms.
Yet as these pros sat down to discuss what tactics and
strategies worked in 2016 – and what they expect to see
in 2017 – they did so in a city that has added marketing
technology to its assortment of “cluster” industries
that includes cybersecurity, fin-tech and healthcare
technology.
Which means the next must-have analytics, metrics
or automation tool for marketers could literally be
coming from the startup down the street.
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“Marketing technology  is coming of age,” said one Roundtable attendee.
“Like the Internet in the ‘90s, the technology is finally here to fulfill the
promises we’ve been hearing for years.”
But another attendee cautioned “Marketing has always been
art and science. Some 3,000+ technology solutions out
there are all trying to make it all science. But it just
can’t be.”
The fire hose that is technological progress means
marketers are constantly learning about new ways
to reach customers, build brands, tell stories and
measure results. All in the service of B2B marketing
that’s expected to generate $161 billion in U.S.
spending, according to research firm Outsell.
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These lively, cordial and honest sessions yielded a trove of ideas,
information and insights – both about what worked and what didn’t.
The sessions yielded these key takeaways:

CONTENT (MARKETING) IS KING,
BUT WHERE’S THE STORY?

A TSUNAMI OF TECH TOOLS

The concept of brands and companies being
their own publishers (broadcasters?) is powerful.
But marketers say they’re still learning how
to dig up compelling stories, the best ways
to distribute them, and how to better target
content for various stages of the buying cycle.

Yes, there are more apps than ever to give
marketing pros the timely metrics they need to
determine targeting and ROI. Yet a trickle has
quickly become a flood, so how do you figure out
which tools are the best for certain situations.
And where does the white-hot Account-Based
Marketing trend figure into all this?

VIDEO, OR IT DIDN’T HAPPEN

NO SCHOOL LIKE THE OLD SCHOOL

Video continues to be an increasingly important
weapon in a marketer’s arsenal, but questions
remain about production costs and scalability.
Also: how long is too long for a web video?

Media tours? In-person events? Fax marketing?
What’s next, alerts on pagers? Marketers
are rediscovering some traditional low-tech
methods of outreach, branding and targeting
potential customers.
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CONTENT (MARKETING) IS KING,
BUT WHERE’S THE STORY?
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Content (marketing) is king,
but where’s the story?
Journalists are stretched
pretty thin, so they’re hungry
for the complete concept, not
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just a soundbite

The Content Marketing Institute says 88 percent
of the B2B marketers they surveyed are now using
content marketing as a “foundational” plank in
their overall strategies. (Though how many actually
have a documented content marketing strategy is
another matter, says the CMI.)
Finding compelling stories at a B2B company is
the classic struggle, says one marketer. “We’re
used to being behind the scenes and not used to
framing stories so that people understand what
you’re doing translates to real life and real value.
We actually deal with people’s data so we’ve
been able to find a consumer angle. Bottom line?
There’s always a consumer impact.”
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“We’re increasingly being called on to create
content in our jobs,” said another. “Part of that
is journalists are stretched pretty thin, and
now they seem to be hungry for the complete
concept, not just a soundbite.” The marketer says
a company blog, begun three years ago, isn’t just
a place to publish owned content. “We’ve also
leveraged it to pitch out to media. They’ve picked
it up and run blogs directly.”
The blog also serves as a good way to identify
thought leaders within the company who don’t
get a lot of media attention, but have proven to
be articulate during in-house interviews. “One of
the things that’s successful for us is our brand
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newsroom,” said another attendee talking up
the advantages of self-publishing. “We’re having
a lot of success with the media actually writing
something about what we’ve written about.
Surpising, maybe, but it’s happening.” It’s also
driving traffic to the company website, she added.
Yes, a blog or video can work wonders for a brand,
while giving marketers a chance to control the
messaging, something not easily done with media
placement. And blogs can be a hub for your content
strategy by driving SEO, media relations and
integrated campaigns. Yet many a marketer will
quickly set up a WordPress account for launching a
blog without realizing one key aspect.
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Content (marketing) is king,
but where’s the story?

“What is your brand’s story?”  asked a marketing
veteran. “Whether it’s B2B or B2C, it’s people to
people. When people and companies sit down
and look at content, they often overlook that very
basic fundamental ‘what’s the story here?’ How is
this going to be relatable to my audience? Why is
it going to matter? I think it’s an art overlooked by
many companies.”
Social media is now a “huge distribution channel
for content,” said another marketer, but in an
ironic twist, it’s emphasized the need for more
“humanization” of a brand. “For understanding of
the story, it’s critical you show that there are living,
breathing people on the other side of that brand.
That’s more important now than ever before.”

A younger professional pointed out that there is
a lesson for content marketers in all the YouTube
video creators who have gained millions of
subscribers with nothing more than “a camera and
a story to tell. They knew what story they wanted
to tell. It has a human face, a tone, and a voice,
and millions of people are coming back over and
over again.” That kind of humanization of a brand
could carry a lot of weight on the consumer side
of financial services marketing, when people are
thinking about buying a car or a home, she added.
That puts the content delivery on a one-on-one
level, or as one attendee put it, “less content,
more conversations.”

“Start with what you want people to think after
they engage with your content,” offered another
marketer. “That’s a good way to help steer and
guide your content creation.”
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THE TAKEAWAY

Content marketing is now a key part of any
B2B company’s strategy. Companies can
become publishers, they can control the
message, and they should use the content as
a way to generate traditional earned media
coverage. Social media is now an important
distribution channel, but the art is in
researching within your own company so you
can find sharable stories compelling enough
to help your brand relate to customers.
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VIDEO, OR IT DIDN’T HAPPEN
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Video, Or It Didn’t Happen
Video, or it didn’t happen
Bite-sized 45-second videos
that get people through
the door are helping make
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B2B sales go way up

From YouTube to the YourCompanyNewsNetwork:
Even if you don’t have a YouTube sensation
like Markiplier in your marketing department,
video remains an essential component of your
storytelling strategy. MarketingProfs estimates
that online videos lead to more sales conversions
than other channels. And as we’ve seen, videos
help humanize companies, no matter if they’re sell
sugary soft drinks or software as a service.
It’s true that the proliferation of web videos
have resulted in a “YouTube asthetic,” which
is a polite way of saying “cheap-looking video”
that features a poorly-lit talking head and no
cutaways. Smartphone video cameras aren’t bad,
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but companies looking to be more impressive
with their video storytelling should consider that
quality video cameras and editing software can
be found for reasonable prices. Those with larger
budgets can consider hiring freelance video crews
and producers who often have backgrounds in
local broadcast news.
One attendee said when videos first became
available on their product release days, “we had
conversion rates go way up.” The challenge then
was to scale up as quickly as possible for the next
product. The attendee came up with quick product
overview videos – “fast fact about the products.”
He took glamour shots of the items on a rotating
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table, and used a voiceover for the facts. “We got it
down to 45-second videos, and it was making our
sales go way up. It was bite-sized (content) that
got people in the door.”
That discussion evolved into another one over
video content length that could be part of the
“digestible vs. snackable” debate. That argument
also involves written content, with the prevailing
idea being the shorter the better for website
visitor attention spans.
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Video, or it didn’t happen
THE TAKEAWAY
Two to five minutes is the usual guideline, but one
attendee believes it all hinges on the story you’re
trying to tell. “A longer video is okay if what you’re
saying is interesting,” he said. “I will hang in there
for 5 or 6 minutes. I’d rather read a longer article
than watch a longer video.” For those posting
transcripts with videos on their websites, he added,
“I can skim a transcript faster than I can a video.”
Ultimately, it comes down to knowing who
your buyer is, and customizing the content for
that person. “We use our customers to create
personas,” said a marketer. “We think the buyer
is C-level, a CMO or VP. We had 12 people in a
buying cycle, and you had to have sales people
rate them. You might make the content snackable
for the C-level and make it more in-depth for the
middle level.”

“I love the idea of ‘explore, learn, do,’” said an
attendee. “You put your snackable stuff first, and
then let people roam around. Maybe your snack
makes them want to ‘do,’ but I like not keeping
people on a set path. I love letting people choose
their own path and level of engagement.”
Discussions about Facebook Live, the social network’s
feature that allows for real-time video posting, had
a few attendees eager for a tryout. “I love the idea
of using Facebook Live to get messages out to
different constituents, different groups.”
“I think we need to do a whole lot more Twitter
chats and Facebook Live,” said another, “especially
around our individual products.”

Last year, 65 percent of executives told
Forbes they visit a vendor’s website after
viewing a video from that company, so B2B
marketers should keep investing in video
storytelling. The tools continue to grow more
cost-effective and user-friendly, but marketing
professionals should research ways to make
their videos sparkle  in a sea of poorly lit,
audio-challenged YouTube entries. Scaling
up video storytelling efforts can rely on
ingenuity as much as it does on user-friendly,
affordable equipment and software. New
online video sources like Facebook Live
real-time streams may be worth pursuing.
Wondering how long your videos should be?
Let the story dictate the time: If what you’re
showing is interesting to the target audience,
they’ll stay with you.
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A TSUNAMI OF TECH TOOLS
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A tsunami of tech tools
More marketing tools
doesn’t necessarily equal
easier or better reporting
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for any of us

It’s no longer about page views. It’s about direct
conversion to sales, and the desire to show the
CEO how you’re spending money wisely is
encouraging the proliferation of tools to help with
data-driven marketing.
These discussions didn’t just happen at the
Roundtable sessions specifically devoted to the
topic of tools and ROI. At every table, it seemed,

one or two attendees would ask colleagues
which software they were using to measure the
effectiveness of their campaigns.
The consensus: There needs to be a Yelp for
measurement tools.
“More tools doesn’t necessarily equal easier or
better reporting for any of us,” said one attendee.
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Another said he thought the tool he was currently
using was “kind of falling behind, and that’s inspired
me to look at switching to another. It’s a moving
target.”
Some attendees had questions about accountbased marketing , a relatively new technique that
uses proprietary data-crunching software for better
targeting of accounts.

The list of tech tools for sales, marketing and social media management seems to get longer every year.
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A tsunami of tech tools
THE TAKEAWAY
“To me, account-based marketing has always
been a part of this mix,” said an attendee. “I think
there are technologies to support it now, and
that’s what’s making it easier.”
“It’s not really new,” said another marketer, “and
it seems kind of obvious. I think at our company
we can do better with specific targeting – looking
at how we actually use marketing to speak to
individual targets, rather than spreading all our
messaging across all of our prospects.”

The holy grail of marketing is “the true one-to-one
(personalized marketing) that’s everybody’s been
talking about for the last couple of years,” said an
attendee. “Maybe we’re closer to being there. You
put all this stuff together and you’ve got a lead
generation engine. You’ve got one-to-one.”
Several attendees cautioned to keep everything in
perspective. As one put it, “We are bombarded
with new technologies and new processes for
doing things. We need to ensure the message
and value propositions are on point – it’s more
about quality and less about quantity.”

Marketing technology is expected to be a
$120 billion industry by 2025, according
to Foundation Capital, so don’t expect the
conga line of martech offerings to be less
crowded anytime soon. Review websites
like Software Advice can help professionals
find the right marketing tech solutions, but
trusted colleagues are also a good resource
for what works. Account-based marketing
is a relatively new trend, but its underlying
goal of winnowing through non-productive
leads so you can directly target potential
customers has been around for a while.
It’s just that the pace of innovation in the
industry is quickening, and marketing
professionals now have that much more
homework.
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NO SCHOOL LIKE THE
OLD SCHOOL
NO SCHOOL LIKE
THE OLD SCHOOL
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No school
School like
Likethe
theold
Oldschool
School
I’m telling my CEO that
all these marketing pros
recommended we go on a
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media tour ASAP

Even with the advent of new automation and
measurement technologies, or the presence of
social media, sometimes you just feel the need to
send a nice, personalized, customized… fax?
Why not? Even in the age of texting and Instagram,
most potential B2B customers still have a fax
machine nearby, in all likelihood a combination of
fax/copier/scanner. (And yes, you probably are the
only one who refills the paper tray when it’s empty in
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your office.) Some of the CMO Roundtable attendees
said that in certain industries, fax mailings still equal
success because they can be done online, they can
be sent out en masse, and there’s a better chance of
human interaction: somebody has to take the sheet
off the machine, right?
Media tours, another casualty of an always-on,
24-7 media universe, are also making a comeback.
Making the effort to meet a reporter on their turf
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shows you’re willing to invest in a relationship. As
one attendee put it, “Getting face-to-face with
someone who covers your industry will, more
often than not, earn you more coverage.”
“I’m going back to my CEO and telling him
that every single one of these professionals
recommended we go on a media tour ASAP,”
said another.
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No school like the old school
THE TAKEAWAY
Live and in-person events also got a shout-out from
attendees. There’s data to back this up: A recent
Arketi Group study of B2B tech purchasing habits 
among millennials, Gen Xers and Baby Boomers
showed that face-to-face meetings with vendors,
along with live/in-person demonstrations, ranked
among the top three ways all demographic groups
arrived at buying decisions. And a recent survey
from the Content Marketing Institute also identified
in-person events as the most effective tactic – for
the sixth year in a row!

If companies have the budget necessary to stage
their own events, where trained professionals can
have conversations with potential customers, the
human element can help unlock leads, enhance
brand awareness and spur sales.
That was one key finding for a Roundtable
attendee: “Everything I’m hearing tells me I
need to take another look at the success of
roadshows,” he said.

A captive audience is easier to market to, so
why not fax-based marketing? And in a world
where email is ceding its coolness factor to
millennials obsessed with texting, Snapchats
and live video streaming, email marketing still
brings in $38 in ROI for every dollar spent
(DMA National Client Email Report 2015). So
while an emphasis on technology, mobility
and social media was to be expected, some
attendees expressed surprise that media tours
and live/in-person events were not only still in
use in 2016 – but also delivering results. Media
tours can make on-deadline journalists happy,
while event marketing remains an important
way into a buyer’s heart, as seen in a recent
Arketi Group survey.
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LAST WORDS

Last words
Words
How can we be relevant?
How can we be meaningful
to the people we’re trying
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to connect with?

There is a lot of marketing content available to B2B
professionals, said one attendee. “The challenge
for us is to find out which of it is relevant to break
through to our audience.”
Another marketing pro went in the other direction
with his takeaways: “Too many tools, too little
content and not enough bright people to help us
craft strong messages and write great content.”

It can certainly seem that the rapid proliferation
of marketing technology tools is forcing industry
professionals to get up to speed on new trends
and solutions much faster than before. But
those attending the 2016 Arketi Group Tech
CMO Roundtable were willing to share their
experiences – everything from the latest campaign
measurement software and effective content
marketing tactics to thoughts on video production.

“The challenges that have always been a part of
marketing still remain today,” said another. “How
can we be relevant? How can we be meaningful to
the people we’re trying to connect with?”

Your peers are having success in this brave new
tech-centric marketing world. Why? Even with
the lightning-quick changes technology has
wrought over the last 10 years, elements of
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good storytelling remain unchanged, marketing
ingenuity can still win the day, and the best
technologies are only as good as the people using
them.
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ABOUT
ARKETI GROUP
Arketi Group is a public relations and digital marketing firm that helps B2B technology companies
accelerate growth through intelligent strategy, PR, messaging, branding, web and demand
generation. Consistently recognized by Chief Marketer magazine as one of the nation’s B2B Top
Shops, Arketi helps clients use marketing to generate revenue. Learn more at arketi.com .
For more information on Arketi’s offerings contact Mike Neumeier, APR
at 404.929.0091 x210 or mneumeier@arketi.com .
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